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Curriculum Guide SUBJECT: Language Arts GRADE LEVEL: Grade 6 Time Frame Word Knowledge Aug 12-May 22 (All Year)



SOL 6.4 a-f The student will read and learn the meanings of unfamiliar words and phrases within authentic texts. a) Identify word origins and derivations. b) Use roots, cognates, affixes, synonyms, and antonyms to expand vocabulary. c) Use context and sentence structure to determine meanings and differentiate among multiple meanings of words. d) Identify and analyze figurative language. e) Use word-reference materials. f) Extend general and specialized vocabulary through speaking, listening, reading, and writing



Essential Skills and Knowledge Identify and use common Greek or Latin affixes and roots as clues to the meaning of a word.  Separate and recombine known word parts to predict the meaning of unfamiliar words.  recognize common antonyms and synonyms.  notice relationships among inflected words, such as proceed and procession or internal and internalization. Use context clues to determine meanings of unfamiliar words in text, such as:   



examples restatements contrast



Resources Prentice Hall word study vocabulary activities connected to the selections The Critical Thinking Co. Word Roots Reproducible Book Teacher Created Greek and Latin word activity handouts



Vocabulary foldables







Spell Well curriculum







Weekly quizzes Teacher created worksheets Online Quiz Scores Reproducible Worksheets Literature Circle Word Wizard activity



Greek and Latin Word Root Wall



Identify figurative language in text, including:







Assessments



simile – figures of speech that use the words like or as to make comparisons hyperbole – intentionally exaggerated figures of speech metaphor – a comparison equating two or more unlike things without using “like” or “as.”



www.quizlet.com www.freerice.com



Consult word reference materials both print and online to find the pronunciation or clarify the meaning of unknown words based on reading and content.  dictionaries,  glossaries thesauruses= 
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Curriculum Guide SUBJECT: Language Arts GRADE LEVEL: Grade 6 Time Frame Continuous During all Presentations



SOL 6.1 a-d (Speaking and Listening) The student will participate in and contribute to small-group activities. a) Communicate as leader and contributor. b) Evaluate own contributions to discussions. c) Summarize and evaluate group activities. d) Analyze the effectiveness of participant interactions.



Essential Skills and Knowledge       



participate in discussions and exchange information receive and give feedback from and to others pose and respond to questions use active listening retell and/or summarize information infer and assimilate new ideas evaluate self participation and that of others



Resources Teacher created peer feedback handouts



Assessments Presentations Scored Rubrics



Rubistar Rubric Peer and Self Evaluations Technology Google Docs www.socrative.com online student response/discussion software



6.2 a-e The student will present, listen critically, and express opinions in oral presentations. a) Distinguish between fact and opinion. b) Compare and contrast viewpoints. c) Present a convincing argument. d) Paraphrase and summarize what is heard. e) Use language and vocabulary appropriate to audience, topic, and purpose.
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Curriculum Guide SUBJECT: Language Arts GRADE LEVEL: Grade 6 Time Frame 1st 6 Weeks Reading Fiction Aug 12-Sept 20 (6 Weeks)



SOL 6.5a-l The student will read and demonstrate comprehension of a variety of fictional texts, narrative nonfiction, and poetry. a) Identify the elements of narrative structure, including setting, character, plot, conflict, and theme. b) Make, confirm, and revise predictions. c) Describe how word choice and imagery contribute to the meaning of a text. d) Describe cause and effect relationships and their impact on plot. e) Use prior and background knowledge as context for new learning. f) Use information in the text to draw conclusions and make inferences. g) Explain how character and plot development are used in a selection to support a central conflict or story line. h) Identify the main idea. i) Identify and summarize supporting details. j) Identify and analyze the author’s use of figurative language. k) Identify transitional words and phrases that signal an author’s organizational pattern. l) Use reading strategies to monitor comprehension throughout the reading process.



Essential Skills and Knowledge Identify elements of narrative structure  setting  character  plot  conflict  theme Predictions: make, confirm, revise Analyze word choice and imagery: sentence variety, language patterns, vocabulary, imagery ,figurative language  simile  metaphor  hyperbole Describe cause and effect relationships: impact on plot Use information in text:  draw conclusions  make inferences Explain how character and plot development: support central conflict Identify main idea Identify and summarize: supporting details Identify transitional words and phrases signifying organizational pattern Use reading strategies to monitor comprehension



Resources Fiction Selections Literature: Language and Literacy (Prentice Hall) Novels Rules, Freak the Mighty Al Capone Does My Shirts, Zachary Beaver Came to Town, Star Girl, Joey Pigza Swallowed the Key Literature Circles www.lauracandler.com Literature Circle Task Worksheets (Summarizer, Literary Luminary, Vocabulary Finder, Connector, Vocabulary Enricher, Discussion Director, Illustrator) Miscellaneous CRISS (Reproducible Book) Character Maps Venn Diagrams Teacher Created- Theme Sheet Cause and Effect Graphic Organizer Plot Diagram Internal/External Conflictteacher created Technology www.readwritethink.org IPod lab Audio Cds for Prentice Hall Literature: Language and Literacy www.animoto.com



Assessments Teacher Observations Completed Literature Circle Task Worksheet Completed Graphic organizers Worksheets Group Discussions Quizzes Tests Novel Projects Book Talks Book Reports
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Curriculum Guide SUBJECT: Language Arts GRADE LEVEL: Grade 6 Time Frame 1st 6 Weeks Descriptive Writing Aug 12-Sept 20 Descriptive Paragraph



Essential Skills and Knowledge 6.7 a-j The student will write narration, description, exposition, and persuasion. a. Identify audience and purpose. b. Use a variety of prewriting strategies including graphic organizers to generate and organize ideas. c. Organize writing structure to fit mode or topic. d. Establish a central idea and organization. e) Compose a topic sentence or thesis statement if appropriate. f) Write multiparagraph compositions with elaboration and unity. g) Select vocabulary and information to enhance the central idea, tone, and voice. h) Expand and embed ideas by using modifiers, standard coordination, and subordination in complete sentences. i) Revise sentences for clarity of content including specific vocabulary and information. j) Use computer technology to plan, draft, revise, edit, and publish writing 6.8 a-h The student will edit writing for correct grammar, capitalization, punctuation, spelling, sentence structure, and paragraphing. a) Use a variety of graphic organizers, including sentence diagrams, to analyze and improve sentence formation and paragraph structure. b) Use subject-verb agreement with intervening phrases and clauses. c) Use pronoun-antecedent agreement to include indefinite pronouns. d) Maintain consistent verb tense across paragraphs. e) Eliminate double negatives. f) Use quotation marks with dialogue. g) Choose adverbs to describe verbs, adjectives, and other adverbs. h) Use correct spelling for frequently used words.



  



      



Understand the content and structure of a descriptive paper Develop a detailed picture of a person, place, thing or event Plan, draft, revise, and edit a descriptive paragraph



The student will edit writing for correct grammar capitalization punctuation spelling sentence structure paragraphing



Resources



Assessments



Write Source Text Mentor Texts Google Docs Rubistar Rubric Graphic Organizers Prentice Hall Online Writing Tool



Completed graphic organizer Graded paragraph based on criteria from the rubric



Harcourt Write Source Textbook and skills Book Grade 6 English Silver Burdett
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Curriculum Guide SUBJECT: Language Arts GRADE LEVEL: Grade 6



Time Frame 2nd 6 Weeks Shakespeare Literature, Research, and Performance Unit Sept 23Nov14 (8 Weeks)



SOL 6.5 a-l The student will read and demonstrate comprehension of a variety of fictional texts, narrative nonfiction, and poetry. a) Identify the elements of narrative structure, including setting, character, plot, conflict, and theme. b) Make, confirm, and revise predictions. c) Describe how word choice and imagery contribute to the meaning of a text. d) Describe cause and effect relationships and their impact on plot. e) Use prior and background knowledge as context for new learning. f) Use information in the text to draw conclusions and make inferences. g) Explain how character and plot development are used in a selection to support a central conflict or story line. h) Identify the main idea. i) Identify and summarize supporting details. j) Identify and analyze the author’s use of figurative language. k) Identify transitional words and phrases that signal an author’s organizational pattern. l) Use reading strategies to monitor comprehension throughout the reading process.



Essential Skills and Knowledge Identify elements of narrative structure  setting  character  plot  conflict  theme Predictions: make, confirm, revise Describe cause and effect relationships: impact on plot Use information in text:  draw conclusions  make inferences Explain how character and plot development: support the conflict Identify main idea Identify and summarize: supporting details Use reading strategies to monitor comprehension Recognize poetic forms:  free verse  iambic pentameter



Resources Young Peoples’ versions of a Shakespeare Play



Assessments Completed Graphic Organizers



Edited Shakespeare Scenes (verse with omissions)



Worksheets



Saddleback Graphic Novels with associated teacher guide and worksheets Technology BBC animated Shakespeare “You Tube”



Quizzes Tests Group Discussions Peer and Self Evaluations



Teachit-English teaching resources www.teachit.co.uk Read Write Think http://www.readwritethink.org/



Recognize and analyze Shakespeare’s use of:  simile  metaphor  hyperbole Recognize poetic elements in prose and poetry:  rhyme  rhythm  repetition  alliteration
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Curriculum Guide SUBJECT: Language Arts GRADE LEVEL: Grade 6 Time Frame



SOL



Essential Skills and Knowledge



Resources Texts



2nd 6 Weeks Continued Writing Character Bio Poem Character Description Iambic Pentameter Verse Research Paragraph on Shakespearean Topic



6.7 a-j The student will write narration, description, exposition, and persuasion. e. Identify audience and purpose. f. Use a variety of prewriting strategies including graphic organizers to generate and organize ideas. g. Organize writing structure to fit mode or topic. h. Establish a central idea and organization. k) Compose a topic sentence or thesis statement if appropriate. l) Write multiparagraph compositions with elaboration and unity. m) Select vocabulary and information to enhance the central idea, tone, and voice. n) Expand and embed ideas by using modifiers, standard coordination, and subordination in complete sentences. o) Revise sentences for clarity of content including specific vocabulary and information. p) Use computer technology to plan, draft, revise, edit, and publish writing 6.9 The student will find, evaluate, and select appropriate resources for a research product. a) Collect information from multiple sources including online, print, and media. b) Evaluate the validity and authenticity of texts. c) Use technology as a tool to research, organize, evaluate, and communicate information. d) Cite primary and secondary sources. e)Define the meaning and consequences of plagiarism and follow ethical and legal guidelines for gathering and using information.



 



develop a detailed description of a character using poetry or prose plan, draft, revise a poem or paragraph



Young People’s versions of Shakespeare play Edited Shakespeare Scenes (verse with omissions) Technology



Assessments Scored RubiStar rubric Completed Google Doc, Presentation, or published writing Completed Graphic Organizers Completed Worksheets



Google Documents/Presentations NMS Library Media Center portaportal (Shakespeare Folder) RubiStar www.rubistar.4teachers.org Writing Write Source Textbook   



collect information from multiple sources use technology to research and communicate the information cite your sources



4 Square paragraph reproducible Graphic Organizers for paragraphs
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Curriculum Guide SUBJECT: Language Arts GRADE LEVEL: Grade 6 Time Frame 2nd 6 Weeks Continued Writing Character Bio Poem Character Description Iambic Pentameter Verse Research Paragraph on Shakespearean Topic



SOL 6.8 a-h The student will edit writing for correct grammar, capitalization, punctuation, spelling, sentence structure, and paragraphing. h) Use a variety of graphic organizers, including sentence diagrams, to analyze and improve sentence formation and paragraph structure. i) Use subject-verb agreement with intervening phrases and clauses. j) Use pronoun-antecedent agreement to include indefinite pronouns. k) Maintain consistent verb tense across paragraphs. l) Eliminate double negatives. m) Use quotation marks with dialogue. n) Choose adverbs to describe verbs, adjectives, and other adverbs. h) Use correct spelling for frequently used words



Essential Skills and Knowledge



Resources (See above)







correct grammar







capitalization







punctuation







spelling







sentence structure







paragraphing



Assessments (See above)
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Curriculum Guide SUBJECT: Language Arts GRADE LEVEL: Grade 6 Time Frame 3rd 6 Weeks Poetry Nov 15-Dec 20 (3 Weeks)



SOL 6.5 a-l The student will read and demonstrate comprehension of a variety of fictional texts, narrative nonfiction, and poetry. a) Identify the elements of narrative structure, including setting, character, plot, conflict, and theme. b) Make, confirm, and revise predictions. c) Describe how word choice and imagery contribute to the meaning of a text. d) Describe cause and effect relationships and their impact on plot. e) Use prior and background knowledge as context for new learning. f) Use information in the text to draw conclusions and make inferences. g) Explain how character and plot development are used in a selection to support a central conflict or story line. h) Identify the main idea. i) Identify and summarize supporting details. j) Identify and analyze the author’s use of figurative language. k) Identify transitional words and phrases that signal an author’s organizational pattern. l) Use reading strategies to monitor comprehension throughout the reading process.



Essential Skills and Knowledge Recognize poetic forms  Haiku  Limerick  Ballad  Free Verse Identify and analyze and author’s use of:  Simile  Metaphor  Hyperbole  Personification Recognize poetic elements:  Rhyme  Rhythm  Repetition  Alliteration  Onomatopoeia



Resources Technology www.shelsilverstein.com http://www.poetry4kids.com www.readwritethink.org Texts Literature: Language and Literacy (Prentice Hall) Text and Student Resources



Assessments Quizzes Tests Reproducible Worksheets Completed Graphic Organizers



Steck-Vaughn Poetry Comprehension Activities McDonald Reproducibles Poetry Anthologies Mentor Texts
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Curriculum Guide SUBJECT: Language Arts GRADE LEVEL: Grade 6 Time Frame 3rd 6 Weeks Writing Poetry



SOL 6.7 a-j The student will write narration, description, exposition, and persuasion. a) Identify audience and purpose. b) Use a variety of prewriting strategies including graphic organizers to generate and organize ideas c) Organize writing structure to fit mode or topic d) Establish a central idea and organization. e) Compose a topic sentence or thesis statement if appropriate. f) Write multiparagraph compositions with elaboration and unity. g) Select vocabulary and information to enhance the central idea, tone, and voice. h) Expand and embed ideas by using modifiers, standard coordination, and subordination in complete sentences. i) Revise sentences for clarity of content including specific vocabulary and information. j) Use computer technology to plan, draft, revise, edit, and publish writing.



Essential Skills and Knowledge Plan, draft, and revise a poem or group of poems:  use figurative language  incorporate poetic devices  write in a recognized poetic form 



Use punctuation and capitalization in a purposeful manner







Use correct grammar







Use correct spelling



Resources Technology www.shelsilverstein.com http://www.poetry4kids.com www.readwritethink.org



Assessments Written Poetry Poetry Slam Song Project



Texts Literature: Language and Literacy (Prentice Hall) Text and Student Resources Steck-Vaughn Poetry Comprehension Activities McDonald Reproducibles



Quizzes Tests Multimedia Presentation Peer and Self Evaluations



Poetry Anthologies Mentor Texts
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Curriculum Guide SUBJECT: Language Arts GRADE LEVEL: Grade 6 Time Frame 4th 6 Weeks Reading Nonfiction Jan 6-March 7 (9 Weeks)



SOL 6.6 a-l The student will read and demonstrate comprehension of a variety of nonfiction texts. a) Use text structures such as type, headings, and graphics to predict and categorize information in both print and digital texts. b) Use prior knowledge and build additional background knowledge as context for new learning. c) Identify questions to be answered. d) Make, confirm, or revise predictions. e) Draw conclusions and make inferences based on explicit and implied information. f) Differentiate between fact and opinion. g) Identify main idea. h) Summarize supporting details. i) Compare and contrast information about one topic, which may be contained in different selections. j) Identify the author’s organizational pattern. k) Identify cause and effect relationships. l) Use reading strategies to monitor comprehension throughout the reading process.



Essential Skills and Knowledge Activate prior knowledge before reading  Discussions  Anticipation guides  Vocabulary preview Ask questions prior to and during reading based on text structures  Boldface and italics  Type set in color  Vocabulary  Graphics and photographs  Headings and subheadings Use specific and helpful clues in the context  Definitions  Signal words  Direct explanations  Synomyms and antonyms  Inferences Give evidence from texts to support conclusions Identify common patterns or organization  Chronological/sequential  Compare/Contrast  Cause and Effect  Problem/Solution  Generalization or Principle Predict, then read to validate and revise Recognize the difference between fact and opinion Determine the main idea and supporting details Comprehend and record details to arrive at inferences and conclusions Compare two sources about the same topic Use summarization strategies



Resources Texts Literature: Language and Literacy (Prentice Hall) and student resources



Assessments Discussions



Bridges to Literature (Lower Level Readers)



Completed worksheets



Ebooks



Completed graphic organizers



Quizzes Tests



Magazine Articles Criss Reading Strategies Book with reproducible Worksheets and Strategies Teacher created graphic organizers Features of nonfiction text scavenger hunt Talking to the Text Strategy (sticky notes) Technology Ipod lab
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Curriculum Guide SUBJECT: Language Arts GRADE LEVEL: Grade 6 Time Frame 4th 6 Weeks Continued Writing How to- Essay” Expository Prompt Personal Narrative



SOL 6.7 a-g The student will write narration, description, exposition, and persuasion. a) Identify audience and purpose. b) Use a variety of prewriting strategies including graphic organizers to generate and organize ideas. c) Organize writing structure to fit mode or topic. d) Establish a central idea and organization. e) Compose a topic sentence or thesis statement if appropriate. f) Write multi-paragraph compositions with elaboration and unity. g) Select vocabulary and information to enhance the central idea, tone, and voice. 6.8 a-h The student will edit writing for correct grammar, capitalization, punctuation, spelling, sentence structure, and paragraphing. o) Use a variety of graphic organizers, including sentence diagrams, to analyze and improve sentence formation and paragraph structure. p) Use subject-verb agreement with intervening phrases and clauses. q) Use pronoun-antecedent agreement to include indefinite pronouns. r) Maintain consistent verb tense across paragraphs. s) Eliminate double negatives. t) Use quotation marks with dialogue. u) Choose adverbs to describe verbs, adjectives, and other adverbs. h) Use correct spelling for frequently used words.



Essential Skills and Knowledge The student will write multi-paragraph compositions with elaboration and unity:  Use prewriting strategies for generating and organizing ideas  Organize the writing to fit the mode or topic  Select information and vocabulary to enhance the main idea  Use computer technology to draft, revise, and publish writing







correct grammar







capitalization







punctuation







spelling







sentence structure







Paragraphing



Resources



Assessments



Write Source Text



Completed Writings



4 Square Writing Reproducible Book



Scored Rubrics Presentation



Mentor Text Teacher Model



Completed graphic organizers Peer and Self Evaluations
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Curriculum Guide SUBJECT: Language Arts GRADE LEVEL: Grade 6 Time Frame 5th 6 Weeks Media Literacy March 8-28 (3 Weeks)



SOL 6.3 a-c The student will understand the elements of media literacy. a) Compare and contrast auditory, visual, and written media messages. b) Identify the characteristics and effectiveness of a variety of media messages. c) Craft and publish audience-specific media messages.



Essential Skills and Knowledge



Resources



Compare and contrast media messages  Auditory  Visual  Written Identify characteristics and effectiveness of media messages



Literature: Language and Literacy (Prentice Hall) Media Literacy Resource Flip Cards



Assessments Completed Media exercises or activities Published Media Message



Online Media Messages Magazines TV advertisements



Writing







Persuasive



        



Brainstorm and decide on a topic for the media message Use a storyboard or other organizer to plan your writing Use Animoto or some other video program to produce and publish your message



Public Service Announcements



The student will edit writing for correct grammar capitalization punctuation spelling sentence structure Paragraphing
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Curriculum Guide SUBJECT: Language Arts GRADE LEVEL: Grade 6 Time Frame 6th 6 Weeks Folk Literature Apr 9-May 7 (4 weeks)



Writing



SOL 6.5 a-l The student will read and demonstrate comprehension of a variety of fictional texts, narrative nonfiction, and poetry. a) Identify the elements of narrative structure, including setting, character, plot, conflict, and theme. b) Make, confirm, and revise predictions. c) Describe how word choice and imagery contribute to the meaning of a text. d) Describe cause and effect relationships and their impact on plot. e) Use prior and background knowledge as context for new learning. f) Use information in the text to draw conclusions and make inferences. g) Explain how character and plot development are used in a selection to support a central conflict or story line. h) Identify the main idea. i) Identify and summarize supporting details. j) Identify and analyze the author’s use of figurative language. k) Identify transitional words and phrases that signal an author’s organizational pattern. l) Use reading strategies to monitor comprehension throughout the reading process.



Essential Skills and Knowledge Identify and understand the elements of folk literature Identify elements of narrative structure  setting  character  plot  conflict  theme Predictions: make, confirm, revise Describe cause and effect relationships: impact on plot



Assessments Completed graphic organizers



Folk Literature Readers’ Theater Plays Reproducible



Quizzes



Technology You Tube Animations Read Write Think www.readwritethink.org



Literature Worksheets



Tests Readers Theater Play Performance



Use information in text:  draw conclusions  make inferences Explain how character and plot development: support the conflict Identify main idea   



Folk Literature



SOL Review of Skills May 7-SOL 1-2 Weeks



Resources Texts Literature: Language and Literacy (Prentice Hall) and student resources



use a story map or other graphic organizer to plan the writing use the computer to draft and revise the writing use elements of folk literature in the narrative structure



Mentor Text Teacher Created Folktale Handout Story Map



     



correct grammar capitalization punctuation spelling sentence structure Paragraphing



Google Docs Storybird
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